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Abstract: In Disruption Tolerant Network flood attack is occur when the packets or packet replicas are send continuously from 

source to destination. Flood attack normally cause packet loss and inconsistency in packets. In order to overcome flood attack 

rate limit has been set in each node so the nodes only accept the particular limit of data’s. Our detection adopts Claim-carry-

and check in which each node itself counts the number of packets or replicas that it has sent and claims the count to other 

nodes. When the node violates its rate limits, it will be detected and its data traffic will be filtered by the way the amount of 

traffic has to be reduce. The receiving nodes carry the claims when they move and cross-check if their carried claims are 

inconsistent when they contact. To avoid this data loss we propose a technique Distributed Dynamic Routing Algorithm. This 

algorithm provides the best path in a network to perform effective communication dynamically. The Distributed Dynamic 

Routing Algorithm chooses a best path to transmit data from source to destination through intermediate nodes randomly. Here 

the network posse’s parallel communication so the transmission time is very low. Since the protocol transmits data randomly 

data transmission is more secure. Since the data’s send dynamically the communication is efficient without any malicious 

activity.  

Index Terms—DTN; security; flood attack; DDR; CCC; detection 

 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 
A specialized field in computer networking that involves securing a computer network infrastructure. Network security is 

typically handled by a network administrator or system administrator who implements the security policy, network software and 

hardware needed to protect a network and the resources accessed through the network from unauthorized access and also ensure 

that employees have easy access to the network and resources to work. A network security system typically relies on layers of 

protection and consists of multiple components including networking monitoring and security software in addition to hardware 

and appliances. All components work together to increase the overall security of the computer network. The main purpose is to 

secure the data and files from the unwanted access from the network and other items. 
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II. SYSTEM ANALYSIS 

 

A. Problem Definition 

 The problem is rely on some kind of inconsistency in network when communicating data from source to destination and 

they do not handle long delays of detection. The activity of DTN is get monitor in the gateway and detects the deviations in the 

expected behaviour. In previous study Claim-Carry-and check was used. In this approach each node has limit over number of 

packets that it can send or accept from source node in particular time interval and each node has number of replicas that it can 

generate for each packet. If a node violates its rate limits, it will be detected and its data traffic will be filtered by the way, the 

amount of flooded traffic can be controlled.  

B. Existing System 

In WIRELESS sensor networks, nodes have limited energy resources and protocols designed for sensor networks should 

be energy-efficient. In existing approach claim-carry-and check has been used in which each node has limit over number of packet 

that it has send to destination and accept from source node in particular interval of time and each node has limit over number of 

replicas that it can generate for each packet. When the node violates its rate limits, it will be detected and its data traffic has to be 

filter. Even though on using Claim-carry- and check technique there is some data loss and data transmission time is too late to 

reach the destination. 

C. Proposed System 

 

In DTN the packet send efficiently to its destination by sending each packet dynamically in distributed path. Distributed 

Dynamic Routing algorithm is used to send packet dynamically in distributed manner and due to this algorithm data loss has been 

reduced and this algorithm provides the best path in a network to perform effective communication dynamically. The Distributed 

Dynamic Routing Algorithm chooses a best path to transmit data from source to destination through intermediate nodes randomly. 

It possess parallel communication. Since this protocol uses parallel communication, the transmission time is very low and this 

protocol transmits data randomly, the data transmission will be more secure. 

 

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IV. SYSTEM MODULES 

 

A. Network Construction 

 

 Topology creation is creating a network and maintaining communication among various nodes in peer to peer network 

which helps us to share the data. In the network, numerous nodes are interconnected and exchange data or services directly with 

each other. To create a new node the node name, IP address, and port address for data communication has to mention. When the 

entire node successfully then connection is needed to establish to create the network. 

 

B. Rate Limitation 
 

    Every node has a limit over the number of packets that it, as a source node, can send to the network in each time interval. 

Each node also has a limit over the number of replicas that it can generate for each packet. The two limits are used to mitigate 

packet flood and replica flood attacks, respectively. If a node violates its rate limits, it will be detected and its data traffic will be 

filtered. In this way, the amount of flooded traffic can be controlled. 

 

Flood Attack Rate Limitation 

 

Claim-Carry-and Check 

Distributed Dynamic 

Routing 

Efficient 

Communication 
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C. Claim-Carry-and Check 

 

  In Claim- Carry-and Check each node itself counts the number of packets or replicas that it has sent out, and claims the 

count to other nodes. Each node also has a limit over the number of replicas that it can generate for each packet. The counted node 

is mention on the packet head beyond the entire packet. Based on the behavior of the destination node the source performs further 

packet transmission. Since the packet on the particular path is reach its destination dynamically the data loss is get reduced. 
 

D.  Distributed Dynamic Routing 

 

  The Distributed Dynamic Routing algorithm is designed to provide the best path in a network to perform effective 

communication dynamically. It chooses a best path to transmit data from source to destination through intermediate nodes 

randomly. It posses parallel communication. 

 

E.  Effective Communication 
 

The data can be communicated effectively without any malicious activity. The rate limiting to defend against flood attacks 

in DTNs and hence the data is transferred to the destination more effectively. So the communication is made more effective 

without the attack of malicious node in the network. 

 

V. ALGORITHM 

 

A. Distributed Dynamic Routing Algorithm 

  

 This algorithm provides the best path in a network to perform effective communication dynamically. The Distributed 

Dynamic Routing Algorithm chooses a best path to transmit data from source to destination through intermediate nodes randomly. 

It posses parallel communication between various intermediate nodes. The distributed dynamic routing directs packet 
forwarding (that transit of logically addressed network packets from their source toward their destination) through 

intermediate nodes. This routing technology is used to select the best path among various nodes in the network and forwards the 

packets through the selected path dynamically. Hence the communication between intermediate nodes are more efficient. 

B.    Sender 

begin 

accept large packet; 
if largepacket <=48 

begin 

find the free channel; 

send largepacket; 

end 

else 

begin 

no: of packets= largepacket/48; 

send the no: of packets; 

for(i=0; i<=no: of packets;i++) 

begin 

P[i] = largepacket-[largepacket-48]; 
find the free channel; 

send p[i]; 

end 

loop end 

end 

end if 

end 

 
C.    Receiver 

begin 

receive no: of packet; 

for(i=0; i< no: of packet; i++ ) 

begin 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Packet_forwarding
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Packet_forwarding
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Network_packet
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Node_(networking)
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receive(p[i]); 

r[i]=p[i]; 

end 

end loop 

for(i=0; i< no: of packet; i++) 

begin 
for(j=0; j<no: of packet-i-1;i++) 

begin 

if(r[j]>r[j+1]) 

begin 

temp=r[j]; 

r[j]=r[j+1]; 

r[j+1]=temp; 

end 

end if 

end  

end loop 

for(i=0;i<no: of packet; i++) 
begin 

receivedpackets = 0; 

receivedpackets = receivedpackets+r[i]; 

end 

end loop 

end 

 
  

    

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

To evaluate the performance of cooperative transmission, where nodes in a sending cluster are synchronized to 

communicate a packet to nodes in a receiving cluster. In the communication model, the power of the received signal at each node 

of the receiving cluster is a sum of the powers of the transmitted independent signals of the nodes in the sending cluster. The 

increased power of the received signal, vis-à-vis the traditional single-node-to-single-node communication, leads to overall saving 
in network energy and to end-to-end robustness to data loss. Similarly, compared to the CAN protocol and to the one-path 

scheme, this reduction amounts to a factor of up to 10,000. The total energy consumption was analytically computed, illustrating 

substantial energy savings. For example, when nodes are positioned on a grid, the energy savings of the cooperative protocol over 

the CAN protocol is up to 80%. The size of the clusters, should be relatively small, when the inter-cluster distance is small, with 

the optimal value of increasing with . For scenarios that are not covered by the theoretical analysis, uses simulation to evaluate 

and compare the protocols. For random placement of nodes, the simulation results show that the cooperative transmission protocol 

saves up to 20% of energy compared to the CAN protocol and up to 40% of energy compared with the disjoint-paths and the one-

path scheme. 
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